ABSTRACT Data admission control is an important issue in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) because of the limited transmission coverage area and the limited battery capability of each sensor node. To achieve the optimum benefit of the sensor network, a reward when a data package arriving at a sensor is accepted (not rejected) for transmission is considered, but a holding cost per unit time for the accepted data package waiting in the sensor for transmission is also incurred. For the sensor with sleep and active phases, a dynamic data admission control model is developed in this paper. By constructing a suitable Markov decision process (MDP), we verify that the optimal admission control policy of when to admit or reject an arriving data packet is a control limit policy, in order to achieve the maximum expected a discounted reward in the sleep and active phase, respectively. Furthermore, we provide a formula for how to calculate the upper bound of these threshold values. For the identified model with the optimal expected discount reward, the energy consumption of the sensors in active and sleep phases, as well as the energy consumption switching from active to sleep per unit time and vice versa is investigated. Extensive simulation is implemented. The results show that the problem is effectively solved by an optimal scheme with high energy efficiency. The results of this paper can be applied to designing optimal sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks are increasingly popular as sensing systems that can interact with the surrounding environment's dynamics and objects. For example, kinematic sensors can be used to remotely supervise elderly patients and humidity sensors can be deployed to control field irrigation for more sustainable agriculture [1] . Data gathering is the main task of WSNs. In these networks, a sensor node can be either in active or sleep mode. Packets arrive into sensor nodes' queues according to a stationary arrival process. Rewards
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are obtained when a data packet is accepted into the sensor, while there is also a storage cost when data in a sensor are waiting for transmission. In addition, the storage cost increases significantly with an increase in the data [2] , [3] . Therefore, developing an optimal admission control policy in the data gathering process is meaningful in wireless sensor nodes.
Markov decision processes (MDPs), referred to as stochastic control problems, are models for sequential decision making when outcomes are uncertain. MDPs have been applied to many areas, including finance, logistics, manufacturing, and health-care [4] . Also, numerous applications and research studies have proven the MDP to be an effective technique for solving optimization problems [5] . In this paper, we consider the data admission control problem of sensor nodes in the data gathering process with MDP models based on the sleep/active scheme. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Based on the Markov decision process, we propose a data admission control model with a sleep/active scheme in sensors. For sensor nodes, immediate rewards are obtained once a data packet is accepted into the sensor. However, a storage cost is incurred when data in the sensor are awaiting for transmission. Thus, the admission control model with MDPs is presented to obtain the optimal discounted reward. We model the process clearly, which is necessary and helpful in solving the admission control problem in the WSN' sleep/active scheme.
• Results of the admission control problem to act as a control limit policy are verified with the proposed model. We also provide an upper bound of our obtained optimal (M ; N ) policy to indicate that when more than M data packets arrive at the sensor in the active status or when more than N data packets arrive at the sensor in the sleep status, the data should be rejected. The solution of the (M ; N ) policy can be implemented based on a reference table, which can be stored in the sensor node's memory for online operations with minimal complexity.
• For the above identified optimal (M ; N ) policy modelscheme, performance on energy consumption (energy consumption switching from sleep status to active status and switching from active status to sleep status, average energy consumption in the sleep status, and average energy consumption in the active status) is presented as the sensor dynamics in the sleep/active mode change.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works are presented. Section III describes the system model and formulates the problem. Section IV introduces the optimal admission control of our proposed model and presents the main component of this paper. Section V provides the performance evaluation on energy consumption and Section VI provides the performance evaluation by numerical simulation. Finally, Section VII summarizes the findings.
II. RELATED WORK
To prolong the life of a sensor node, the sleep/active mechanism is typically utilized. For this kind of mechanism, the MAC operation is divided into cycles, and in each cycle interval, each sensor node periodically cycles between an awake state and a sleep state and the energy consumed during the awake state and the sleep state [6] . During these cycles, a sensor node admits and serves data for different purposes.
There is abundant literature related to the data admission control during the sleep/active mechanism in WSNs from different metrics, such as transmission delay, energy consumption, and expected network congestion [5] . Meanwhile, different MDP models are employed to optimize the sleep/active mechanism.
Some research is devoted to studying the tradeoff between data gathering and transmission delay. In [7] , with respect to delay guarantees, a fully distributed algorithm based on a constrained MDP is proposed during the data admission process to maximize data quality from sensor fusion. In that paper, the authors achieve soft delay guarantees and good data quality compared with other schemes. In [8] , two real time solutions with a Semi Markov decision process (SMDP) are provided, one based on dynamic programming and the other based on Q-learning, to solve the problem of the tradeoff between energy consumption and data delivery latency within local data exchanging. And in [9] , the authors put forward an MDP based on a geographic routing protocol. The nodes select their actions of ''immediate data forwarding'' or ''wait to collect more data samples'' based on local network states to control the data admission process. Simulation results show that the adaptive routing protocol enhances successful packet delivery ratios under end-to-end delay constraints.
WSNs operate under limited energy resource during data gathering [5] . Thus, researches concerning energy saving during data gathering have been attractive with last several years also. In [10] , to improve the performance of data gathering while saving the energy of the network, the authors formulate the moving process of data collectors as a Markov chain and determine the moving path using MDP. In [11] , a new sleep-scheduling algorithm, referred to as the energy consumed uniformly-connected K-neighborhood (EC-CKN) algorithm, is proposed based on MDP to prolong the network life. The algorithm EC-CKN takes the nodes' residual energy information as the parameter to decide whether a node should be active or asleep.
The problem of precise target tracking in resourceconstrained WSNs has been investigated. In [12] , the minimum number of active nodes is selected by cluster heads based on an MDP to optimize energy consumption of the network. In this model, a sensor node can be in either sleep, partially active, or fully active mode. A cluster head knows about an object's existence and in the partially active mode, the cluster head can transmit an activation request to the node to switch it to the full active mode.
From the existing research above, it is shown that most research on data admission control is based on the sleep/active scheme for different metrics (energy saving, lower transmission delay, etc.). And for the existing proposed algorithms above, they usually assume that during the active status, a sensor node admits arrival data and processes data in this status and during the sleep status, it only performs idle listening. This kind of cycle is similar to the (γ ; η) algorithm [13] , in which the duration of a sensor in a sleep mode is distributed exponentially with a mean of 1/η and the duration that, in an active status, is distributed exponentially with a mean of 1/γ . For a queue server, the data admission control is quite important to obtain optimal reward during its service time. From the existing related works, it is evident that few of these consider the data admission control problem for an optimal reward for data processing during the sleep/active cycles.
In this paper, we investigate a model of admission control in sensor nodes with the MDP method. We consider a stochastic model of sensor nodes in which each node randomly and alternatively stays in the active or sleep mode. When a sensor node is in the active status, it can sense data packets, transmit packets, and receive packets. When the sensor is in the sleep status, it does not interact with the external world and only senses data packets. A reward is obtained when data from a sensor are received. At the same time, a storage cost also exists for data storing. With the stochastic model, we consider that the sensor node makes decision strategies on whether to access new data in the buffer for further processing, or reject the data to achieve optimal performance. Furthermore, for our proposed optimal admission control policy, we also investigate performance on energy consumption.
III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
We consider a WSN in which static sensor nodes are randomly located in a given region. A sensor node's main purpose is to perform data gathering and then transmit the data to the next sensor node. There exists a storage cost for data storage, a switching on cost when a sensor is switched on, and a switching off cost when a sensor is switched off. In the meantime, a reward also exists for the admitted data. To study the optimal admission control problem with the sleep/active scheme, in this section, we present how to model this problem with the continuous time Markov decision process (CTMDP).
A. ASSUMPTIONS
An illustration of the working model of a sensor node is provided in Fig.1 . In order to better describe the proposed model, the following assumptions and notations are introduced for the sensor node being investigated.
(1) The duration of a sensor in a sleep mode is distributed exponentially with a mean of 1/η. In the sleep mode, the sensor node disconnects from the external world and there is no communication with other sensors. But the sensor can sense data with its sensing subsystem according to a Poisson process at a rate of λ 0 . After the sleep duration, the sensor ends its sleep status and returns to the active status.
(2) The duration that a sensor spends in the active status is distributed exponentially with a mean of 1/γ . During the active status, the sensor node may a) generate packets according to a Poisson process at a rate of λ 0 , b) receive packets originating from other sensors in accordance to a Poisson process at a rate of λ E , or c) process (transmit or relay) data packets with negative exponential distribution with a mean rate of µ. In the active status, the packets generate and relay packets originating from other sensors to fit Poisson distribution, respectively. Hence, we define these data in active status following a Poisson process with a rate of λ 1 . It is clear that λ 1 = λ 0 + λ E . When the sensor node ends its active status, it will return to the sleep status. (3) For a sensor node, accepting a data packet would obtain R units of reward. In the meantime, once new data is generated in its buffer, the sojourn times in the node will result in storage costs. Let f (i) be the storage cost rate per unit time with i data packet. f (i) can be assumed to be positive, increasing, unbounded function. Meanwhile, transforming the sensor from the sleep status to the active status would generate E 1 units of on cost to the sensor and transforming the sensor from the active status to the sleep status would generate E 2 units of off cost to the sensor. (4) The information sensed by a sensor node is organized into data units of fixed size that can be stored at the sensor in a buffer of infinite capacity; the buffer is modeled as a centralized FIFO queue. Sensor nodes cannot simultaneously transmit and receive. The wireless channel is assumed to be error-free, which is to say, if a data packet is transmitted, it will successfully arrive at its destination node.
B. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
We now model the sensor nodes' behavior to accept or reject data packets as a stochastic dynamic program problem, in which a decision rule or a policy prescribing a procedure for action selection in each state at a specified decision epoch should be optimally determined. In general, a policy π is a sequence π 1 , π 2 , . . . of decision rules where π i is the decision selected when the sensor is in the i state, which determines how to select an action after completion of the (i − 1)th transition. A policy π is said to be stationary, if for each decision epoch, the decision is only related to its status. We denote π (s) by the action to take when the system occupies state s. Given a policy π, denote the total expected infinite-horizon discounted reward when starting from state s by v π α (s), here α > 0 is the discount factor so that a reward r received has present value re −αt after some time t. With these descriptions in mind, our objective in this paper is to find an optimal policy π that can bring the maximum total expected discounted reward from a sensor for every initial state s. Mathematically speaking, our objective is to find a policy π so as to maximize the following function:
where s t stands for the state at time t, a t is the action to take at state s t , and r(s t , a t ) is the total reward obtained when action a t is selected at state s t .
C. CTMDP FRAMEWORK FOR SENSOR'S BEHAVIOR
To find the optimal policy, we introduce a CTMDP which can be uniquely identified by the following five components: state space, action space, decision epochs, the reward function, and the transition probabilities.
• State space: At each decision epoch, the system occupies a state. We denote the set of possible states of a sensor by S. Let the state variable consist of the status of the sensor (sleep or active), the amount of data in the buffer and the most recent packet event on the sensor. So, state space
Here, δ ∈ {0, 1} and b ∈ {A, D, C}; δ = 0 denotes the sensor node is in the sleep state, δ = 1 means the sensor is in the active status; i refers to the number of the data packets in the buffer (including the one currently in transmission); b = A stands for the recent packet event is an arrival of a data, b = D means the recent packet event is a departure of a data packet, and b = C means the recent packet event is a switching of the sensor node.
• Action space: Action refers to things that the decision maker can do on any particular state s. In this model, no matter which status the sensor is, when the most recent event is an arrival of a new data packet, the node may take an action, denoted by a A , to accept the arrival data, or take an action, denoted by a R , to reject the new arrival data. If the most recent event is a process of a data packet or a switching of the sensor node, then the sensor takes an action, denoted by a C , to continue. Thus, we have the action space for different states as follows:
and
• Decision epochs: The decision epochs are those time points in which a new data packet has arrived, a data packet is processed, or a new status occurs (switching on or switching off). At each decision epoch, let τ (s, a) be the sojourn time starting from state s with action a. Therefore, based on the superposition property of exponential distributions, τ (s, a) will be an exponential random variable with a rate, say β(s, a), and the probability that the next decision epoch occurs within t time units is give by
In this model, β(s, a) can be written as,
• Transition probability: Let q(m|s, a) denote the probability that the system occupies state m in the next epoch, if at the current epoch the system is at state s and the decision maker takes action a ∈ A s . The function q(m|s, a) is called a transition probability function, which should be specific for each problem and satisfies that m∈S q(m|s, a) = 1. In this model, we assume that when an active sensor node is switching off before a data packet is processed, the data packet will be put in the waiting space and be reprocessed whenever the sensor is on active status again. For any i, we define i = max{i − 1, 0}. The transition probability is as follows. When the sensor is in the sleep status, s = 0, i, C , where i > 0 and a = a C , the transition probability is,
and if i = 0, we have
For any i > 0, we have
Since admitting incoming data migrates the system status immediately, we have that whenever i ≥ 0 that
Next, for state s = 1, i, C , where i ≥ 0, with action a = a C , we have
According to the property that admitting an incoming data migrates the system status immediately again, when i ≥ 0, we have that
• Reward functions: Because the system status does not change between decision epochs, the expected discounted reward between epochs will be:
where k s, a is the lump reward obtained for a state s when action a is taken, and c s, a is the continuous cost accumulated between decision epochs. In this paper, the reward function consists of four different components: storage cost f (i), reward R for data accepted, switching on cost E 1 per time from sleep status to active status, and switching off cost E 2 per time from active status to sleep status. According to equation (2), we will have
A policy is said to be α-optimal if its expected α-discounted return is maximal for every initial state. And during each decision epoch, the status is stationary. The optimal policy is a stationary deterministic policy. From equation (1), it is easy to realize that the calculation for v π α (s) could be simplified if β(s, a) is a constant for all states s. This is the idea of rate uniformization technique [14] . Based on this idea, we may define the uniformization of our process with corresponding components denoted by notation ∼. We will have the process remain in each state for an exponential amount of time with a constant rate β = λ 1 + µ + γ + η and the new transition probabilities will be defined as
Based on this, we obtain the following results.
For status s = 1, i, C in which i ≥ 0 and action a C , we have
From [15] , the objective function in equation (1) can now be replaced by the following Bellman equation:
By noting there is only one possible action a C for states s = 0, i, C and s = 1, i, C , where i ≥ 0. Also, there is only one possible action a C for status s = 1, i, D , with i > 0.
From the analysis above, when i > 0, for state s = 0, i, C , we have
and when i = 0,
For status s = 1, i, C , where i ≥ 0, we get
With each different status, at every decision epoch, the best decision should be made to obtain optimal benefits. Next, we study the optimal admission control policy for this sleep/active model.
IV. OPTIMAL POLICY
Admitting a data packet can reap a reward while holding a data packet in the sensor node will contribute to a storage cost. Therefore, in this section, we study the optimal admission policy of the sleep/active model. Specifically speaking, for each different status, we study the optimal policy of when to admit or reject an arriving data packet.
According to the analysis above, for state 1, i, A , when i > 0, we have,
From these results, we can easily know in general that for
and for i = 0,
Furthermore, if action a R is the best action at the state 1, i, A , where i ≥ 0, we have
Next, for i ≥ 0, if an action a A is taken on the state 1, i, A , by conducting a similar analysis as above, we will know in general that
And if action a A is the best action at the state 1, i, A ,
From the above analysis, it is not difficult to verify that for
Similarly, for any i ≥ 0 with status s = 0, i, A , we get that in general,
and if action a R is the best action at the state 0, i, A ,
Furthermore, we have in general,
and if action a A is the best action at the state 0, i, A ,
Finally, we will also have the following result, which is similar as that in equation (11) , that
and is concave on i if
Lemma 1: If both v 1, i, C and v 0, i, C are concave and non-increasing on i with i ≥ 0, the optimal policy for the data admission control scheme is a control limit policy. Specifically, there exist two integers, say M and N , such that decision
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Proof: From Theorem 11.5.3 in [15] , we can determine that the optimal policy of the scheme is a stationary deterministic policy. Thus, our problem can then be reduced to finding a deterministic decision rule d. For any i ≥ 0, let
We know that both v C0 i) ≤ 0, v C1 i) ≤ 0 and both of them are non-increasing. For states 1, i, A and 0, i, A , whenever i ≥ 0, we have the decision rule
Therefore, the optimal policy for the admission control scheme in sensor nodes is a control limit policy.
Lemma 2 [16] : Suppose that f (i) is convex and nondecreasing on i, i ≥ 0, and let R ≥ 0 be a constant; then
is concave and non-increasing.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the cost function f (i) is convex and nondecreasing on i ( i ≥ 0), then the data admission control scheme in wireless sensor nodes is a control limit policy.
Proof: We use value iteration method to verify it. We have the following analysis: (1). Set j = 0, v j (s) = 0 and substitute this into equations (5), (6) and (8) . We can obtain that for any i > 0,
For i ≥ 0,
For i ≥ 0, f (i) is convex and non-decreasing, thus, we obtain that both v 1 1, i, C and v 1 0, i, C are concave and non-increasing on i where i ≥ 0. (2). Set j = j + 1 and by using these results in equations (7), (11), and (16), as well as Lemma 2, we know that v j 0, i, C and v j 1, i, C are concave and non-increasing on i, where i ≥ 0. (3). As the iteration continues, i.e., as j goes to +∞, v j 0, i, C will converge to v 0, i, C and v j 1, i, C will converge to v 1, i, C , where i ≥ 0. Therefore, v 0, i, C and v 1, i, C are concave and non-increasing on i, where i ≥ 0. From Theorem 1, the optimal policy for the proposed model must be a control limit policy. The verification is completed. From the analysis above, we can determine that, supposing that the cost function f (i) is convex and nondecreasing on i, i ≥ 0, for the data admission control scheme in wireless sensor nodes, there exists a (M ; N ) policy. That means that when the sensor is in the sleep status, the arrival data will be rejected if the number of data packets is equal to or more than N ; when the sensor is in the active status, the arrival data will be rejected if the number of data packets is equal to or more than M .
The optimal strategy has been verified to be a control limit policy. However, how to find the optimal threshold value is always a challenging problem in the subject. The traditional way of finding it is to use the simulation or numerical analysis based upon the specific values of the inputs. There are no theoretical results on this yet. We reach this value identification theoretically and have obtained the following bound results.
Theorem 2: Under the condition in Theorem 1, if denoted by f (n) = f (n) − f (n), we will have
• When the sensor is in the sleep status, the arrival data will be rejected if the amount of data is more than the optimal threshold N , where N is bounded by N * , that is N ≤ N * and
• When the sensor is in the active status, the arrival data will be rejected if the amount of data is more than the optimal threshold M , where M is bounded by M * , that is M ≤ M * and
Proof: From Theorem 1 above, we can obtain that in the sleep status, when i ≥ N , the sensor should reject arrival data. So, we have,
Thus, by further noting the equation (13) and (15) with the corresponding conditions, we have
Furthermore, we obtain
According to equations (5)- (6), through mathematical manipulations, for any i ≥ 0, we get
By noting that for all i ≥ 0, v 1, i, A , v 0, i, C and v 1, i, C are concave and non-increasing on i, we have
Therefore, we have
Finally, we obtain that
That means,
By noting the monotonic non-decreasing property of f (i)−f (i−1) because of the convexity property of function f (i), the upper bound result in equation (21) is now verified.
In regards to the bound value of optimal threshold M , similar as above analysis, we have
With equation (19), we get
Thus, we obtain
The bound result is equation (23) is finally verified.
Remark 1: From Theorem 2, it is straightforward that
• The optimal threshold value N = 0 when
• The optimal threshold value M = 0 when
Similar to the analysis of the above Theorem 2, we will have the following more closed up bound for the Optimal threshold M and N .
Corollary 1: Under the condition in Theorem 1,
• When the sensor is in the sleep status, the arrival data will be rejected if the amount of data is more than optimal threshold N , where N is bounded by N * * , i.e., N ≤ N * * and
where the constants K 0 and b k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,n) are given by
• When the sensor is in the active status, the arrival data will be rejected if the amount of data is more than the optimal threshold M , where M is bounded by M * * , that is M ≤ M * * and
where the constants K 1 and d k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m) are given by
Remark 2: It is straightforward that M * * ≤ M * and N * * ≤ N * . Remark 3: From the Corollary 1, it is readily known that
V. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
Power consumption analysis is very important in wireless sensor networks. In this section, based on the results above, we study the energy performance. According to [13] , we consider the energy consumption in terms of the sensor status, number of packets transmitted, and the switches from one status to another. We provide the following definitions for power consumption. e sr : the power consumption when the sensor switches from the sleep status to the active status; e rs : the power consumption when the sensor switches from the active status to the sleep status; e tr the transmitter power consumption per data packet in the active status; e s : the operation power consumption per unit time in the sleep status. In this section, we derive the formula of the steady-state probability of the node when there are i(i ≥ 0) packets (including the one being processed and the others that are waiting) in the sensor node. According to the analysis above, there are three different state diagrams for the proposed optimal admission control scheme, N = M , N > M , N < M . Here, we denote
• P(R i ) as the steady-state probability of the node when there are i (i ≥ 0) data packets in the referenced sensor node, which is in phase R of the active mode.
• P(S i ) as the steady-state probability of the node when there are i (i ≥ 0) data packets in the referenced sensor node, which is in phase S of the sleep mode.
• For the case N = M , we denote by
• For the case N > M , we denote by π
• For the case N < M , we denote by π
for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , M . As long as the formula of the steady-state probability is derived, it is not difficult to determine various energy consumption measures of the sensor node. Here, some results are listed to demonstrate how to utilize this formula to obtain the sensor node's performance measures. 
The sensor consumes e rs milliwatts of power each time it switches from the active status to the sleep status. The expected number of switching from the active mode to the sleep mode per unit time is
The proof is finished. Remark 4: From Theorem 3, we can determine that with the increase of γ , η, the average switching energy consumed per unit time also increases.
Theorem 4: The average energy consumption in the active mode E TR is provided by
and the average energy consumption in the sleep mode E S is provided as follows.
Proof: When the sensor node is in the active status, it would consume e tr milliwatts of power for per packet transmitted. The average energy consumption in the active mode E TR should be max{N ,M } i=0 iP(R i )e tr . When the sensor node is in the sleep status, its only operation is data sensing. It would consume e s milliwatts of power for per packet sensing. The expected number of data packets in the sleep status is
iP(S i ). Therefore, firstly, we need to know the probability of status R i and S i . Fig.2 shows the transition rate diagram with N = M . We denote by 
For Fig.2 , the corresponding transition rate matrix Q of the constructed multi-dimensional Markov process can be given by
According to Theorem 1 on page 720 in [17] , we have,
with the normalization condition N i=0 π i e = 1, where
And e is a two-dimensional column vector with all its component of 1, i.e., e = (1, 1) T . Finally, we have
iπ R i e tr , and
When N > M and N < M , the proof of the results on the average energy consumption E TR in the active mode and E S in the sleep mode adheres to the same method as that of N = M , which can be seen in the APPENDIX.
Remark 5: In the special case when M = N and λ 0 = λ 1 , our above probability matrix form can be deducted to a scale closed form similar as that in paper [18] . However, our current uniform matrix representations in both results of probability formula and energy consumption formula would be more easy in computational implementation for all three cases for M = N , M > N , and M < N , as well as the general condition that λ 0 = λ 1 . 
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the optimal policy of the proposed model with the traditional duty cycling scheme (the (γ ; η) model) which is similar to [13] . In the (γ ; η) model, on sleep status, the sensor node can only sense data, but on active status, it can sense data, receive data from other nodes and process data. We focus on the values of total expected discounted reward v(s) and show the effects on energy consumption under the optimal (M ; N ) policy and (γ ; η) policy. Let the cost function be f (i) = i 2 , i ≥ 0, and discount factor α = 0.1, which fits the theorems' requirements.
A. DISCOUNTED REWARDS PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the average discounted reward with these two different policies, we set the parameters for analysis as in TABLE 1. As shown in TABLE 1, we assume the arrival rates on sleep status and active status are smaller than the service rate, which represents a light traffic load. Algorithm 1 illustrates the steps to perform (M * * ; N * * ) policy.
Algorithm 1
The Admission Control Algorithm for an Optimal Discounted Reward 1: set i as the number of data in the sensor node (containing the processing one) 2: set R, E 1 , E 2 , f (i) /*set the reward value and cost value in sensor node*/ 3: set δ = 0 as sleep, δ = 1 as active 4: initialize λ 0 , λ 1 , µ, α, β, η, γ /*the sensor node obtains the real-time features of itself */ 5: calculate (M * * ; N * * ) according to Corollary 1 6: if δ = 0, i ≥ M * * then 7: the sensor node refuses arrival data 8: else 9: if δ = 1, i ≥ N * * then 10: the sensor node refuses arrival data 11: else 12: continue 13: end if 14: end if
With the set parameters, according to the theorems above, we can obtain the following numerical results. Fig.3 illustrates the discounted reward of different status with (M ; N ) policy. From Fig.3 , we can determine that the discounted reward decreases as the number of data increases which fits our theoretical conclusion of Theorem 1. We can determine when the number of data i is less than 7, the discounted reward of v ( 1, i, A ) is the largest among all the discounted rewards. And when i is larger than 7, the discounted reward of v ( 1, i, D ) is the largest. In Fig.4, v 0 ( 1, i, A ) . From Fig.4 , it is clear to see that in the sleep status, when the number of data is more than 10, the sensor should reject the arrival data. And when the number of data is more than 11, the sensor should reject the arrival data in the active status. Therefore, the optimal policy in this case is (M ; N ) = (12; 11). According to Corollary 1 above, we can determine that (M * * ; N * * ) = (19; 17). ; N * * ) policy and (γ ; η) policy. From these figures, it is clear to see that the discounted reward of (M ; N ) policy is the largest among these three policies. The discounted reward of (M ; N ) policy is not excessively larger than that of (M * * ; N * * ) policy. Specifically, when the number of data is larger than M * * the discounted reward of these two different policies are the same. However, the discounted . reward of (γ ; η) policy is the smallest among these three policies. first increases and then decreases. Compared with the value of a discounted reward, the difference value is not too large. Therefore, with (M * * ; N * * ) policy, the sensor node system can also obtain good performance on discounted reward.
From the simulations above, with a given (γ ; η) algorithm, our work is to optimize its data admission process. It is clear our work increases the complexity because of our continuous MDP model with infinite state space initially. The complexity analysis of the MDP is indeed a hot topic in the area and it is not that easy to get the specific results, even in the polynomial running time. Some new results on the computational complexity of the infinite-horizon discounted-reward Markov Decision Problem (MDP) with a finite state space and a finite action space have been included the papers [19] , [20] . However, based on our newly achieved bound results, compared with complexity of (M ; N ) policy, the computational complexity of our new bound (M * * ; N * * ) has been significantly reduced because we can directly calculate without using any iterative methods. This can be testified also by the Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 as introduced in this section for actual computation.
B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION PERFORMANCE
In this section, we analyze the energy performance of the optimal (M ; N ) policy and (γ ; η) policy with storage cost f (i) = i 2 , i ≥ 0. In order to evaluate the node energy consumption, we set the parameters for analysis, as in TABLE 3. With the optimal discounted reward, Algorithm 2 concerns performance on energy consumption with theorems in our manuscript. Here, we give an example in our algorithm 2, which concerns the energy consumption on active status with different λ 0 . We can see as λ 0 changes, the (M ; N ) policy will change and it is clear that the complexity of Algorithm 2 is much more than that of Algorithm 1.
It is obvious that the energy consumption from sleep status to active status of the (M ; N ) policy is the same as that of the (γ ; η) policy; the same goes for the energy consumption Algorithm 2 The Admission Control Algorithm With an Optimal Discounted Reward Concerning Energy Consumption 1: set i as the number of data in the sensor node (containing the processing one) 2: set e rs , e sr , e tr , e s /*set the index value of energy consumption in sensor node*/ 3: set R, E 1 , E 2 , f (i) /*set the reward value and cost value in sensor node*/ 4: set δ = 0 as sleep, δ = 1 as active 5: initialize λ 1 , µ, α, β, η, γ /*the sensor node obtains the real-time features of itself */ 6: for λ 0 = 0.15 : 0.05 : 0.40 do 7: calculate (M ; N ) 8: calculate E TR according to Theorem 4 9: end for from active status to sleep status. In Fig.8 , E RS stands for the energy consumption from active status to sleep status, and E SR represents the energy consumption from sleep status to active status. The energy consumption functions E RS and E SR are increasing functions on η and γ , and it is clear that the energy consumption from sleep to active is much more than that from active to sleep. Fig.9 shows the average energy consumption on active status with different policies. For the three policies, it is shown that as λ 1 increases, the energy consumption on active status increases and with the increase of µ, the energy consumption decreases. The energy consumption on active status for the (γ ; η) policy is the largest among the three policies. And the energy consumption on active status of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy. Fig.10 illustrates the energy consumption in the sleep status with different policies. For these policies, we can obtain that with the increase of λ 1 , the energy consumption in the sleep status increases. And with the increases of µ, the energy consumption on sleep status decreases. The energy consumption on sleep status for the (γ ; η) policy is the largest among the three policies. And the energy consumption on sleep status of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy. Fig.11 shows the influence of data arriving rate λ 0 on the average energy consumption on active status with different policies. It is shown that as λ 0 increases, the energy consumption on active status increases and with the increase of µ, the energy consumption decreases for the three polices. However, the energy consumption on active status for the (M ; N ) policy and the (M * * ; N * * ) policy are much smaller than that of the (γ ; η) policy as λ 0 increases. And the energy consumption on active status of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy. Fig.12 illustrates the influence of the data arrival rate λ 0 on the average energy consumption on sleep status with different policies. For these three policies, it is shown that as λ 0 increases, the energy consumption on active status increases and with the increase of µ, the energy consumption decreases. The energy consumption on sleep status for the (γ ; η) policy is the largest among the three policies. And the energy consumption on sleep status of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy.
From Figs.8-12 we can determine that the average switching energy consumption of different policies are the same, the energy consumption on active (sleep) status for the (γ ; η) policy is the largest among the three policies. And the energy consumption on active (sleep) status of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy. Figs.13 and 14 show the energy consumption E TR +E S . In Fig.13 and Fig.14 , the energy consumption E TR + E S of the (γ ; η) policy is the largest among the three polices. However, the energy consumption E TR + E S of the (M * * ; N * * ) policy is a little larger than that of the (M ; N ) policy. From the analysis above, we can determine that with the increase of λ 1 and λ 0 , the energy consumption of the sensor node increases dramatically. And the (M * * ; N * * ) policies can be used as the (M ; N ) policy.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have studied the admission control problem in sensor nodes. Different from most existing works, we develop stochastic models of the sensor node of WSNs to explore admission control with the sleep/active scheme. In this paper, sensor nodes know common information (e.g., data generating rate, service rate, sensors' active rate, sensors' sleep rate) and the data in the sensors that need to be processed. Based on this, we consider the situation when a reward exists for accepting data packets and a storage cost per unit time is incurred for the data packets in the sensor. We observe that, under certain assumptions, the optimal admission policy for the admission control is a control limit policy. Also, a (M ; N ) policy exists. When the volume of data in the sleep status is greater than N , and in the active status greater than M , the sensor nodes should reject arriving data to achieve the optimal discounted reward. Finally, we provide an upper bound for the (M ; N ) policy. We also investigate the performance on energy consumption of the proposed model and provide related results. In addition, we study the expected discounted reward and energy performance of the model through numerical analysis. Based on our results, to obtain the optimal expected discounted reward and reduce energy consumption, when the data arrival rate is large, it is better to choose the (M ; N ) policy. Our solution of the proposed MDP model can be implemented based on a reference table stored in sensor node's memory for online operations with minimal complexity. And in this paper, we only consider the design of a sensor node; for our future endeavors, we will consider the routing among large scale WSNs.
APEENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 4
(1) If N < M , the transition rate diagram is illustrated in Fig.15 . (2) By using the similar idea in the above item, we can easily get the results also for the case when N > M . For the completeness of the results, we also include it as below. In fact, in this case, the transition rate diagram of (M ; N ) model is as Fig. 16 . This completes the proof.
